A Unique All-Inclusive Technology Partner...
[envizage: to conceive an idea, to believe to be
possible or likely in the future]
Imagine an Australiawide business capable of providing you
with all-encompassing expertise, world-renowned technology
and support. With the ability to safely and cost effectively guide
you along your journey of technological improvement. Helping
you become more innovative... get to market quicker... be more
productive... and more competitive here and overseas.
ENVIZAGE is a business like no other. A part of the privately
owned Australian company CONCENTRIC Asia Pacific, we are
specialists in a range of synergistic digital, virtual reality and
physical product realisation disciplines including:
Animation
Digital prototyping
Engineering
Product design
Prototyping
Rapid manufacturing
Serious games
Simulation and simulated training
Virtual reality content
Visualisation
ENVIZAGE is equipped with Autodesk’s entire range of digital
prototyping solutions (AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD, AutoCAD
Mechanical, Autodesk AliasStudio, Autodesk Electrical, Autodesk
ImageStudio, Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk Portfoliowall,
Autodesk Productstream, Autodesk Showcase and Vault) which
are complemented by our advanced manufacturing facility.
For serious gamers and simulation content creators we offer 3DVIA
Virtools technology. a key development tool in the game industry
for over six years, use it to develop exceptional interactive realtime applications for industry and game production. Whether for
online, desktop-based, large-scaled interactive digital mock-ups
or video game consoles. 3DVIA Virtools allows the creation of realtime interactive experiences with superior graphics and complex
interactivity. 3DVIA Virtools creates cutting-edge simulations
and immersive experiences that exploit the breadth of industry
standard VR peripherals and power of PC-based distributed
computing (clusters). It transforms marketing/multimedia/learning
applications into compelling, fully interactive 3D experiences.
Whether you are designing a new product... developing a game
for Playstation or Xbox... or creating interactive training or
maintenance materials, ENVIZAGE is your technology partner
from the initial concept to end-of-life.
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“Together, the entire range of Autodesk products provides what
they refer to as Digital Prototyping. This encompasses the full cycle
of product development”, says manager Mach Dinh-Vu, “Not only
do we feature the Autodesk suite of solutions, we also have an
experienced team of engineers around the nation capable of
providing on-demand services... as an extension of an engineering
department in times of peak capacity, or when specialist assistance
is required such as finite element analysis.”
The ENVIZAGE advanced manufacturing facility located at
Brisbane Technology Park features a foundry, casting facility,
3D printers and rapid prototyping, industrial spray booth, NC
machining, and a specialist hand assembly-finishing team.
We have a diverse customer base from craniofacial surgery to
aerospace. From car makers to cook tops, mining trucks to
medical equipment, artificial knees to architects, state
government trophies to sports cars, train cabins to the Torana
TT34 concept car. ENVIZAGE has contributed to Toyota
winning back-to-back Australian Rally Championships and
Manufacturers Championships, and to teams in the V8Supercars
and Nurburgring 24 Hour race. We have the ability to produce
life like full size products with working components, and either
one part or one thousand parts made from low-cost prototype
or final production materials.
ENVIZAGE operates from offices in Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth and Brisbane, and representation in Canberra
and New Zealand. The team includes business managers,
services engineers, accredited trainers, support technicians
and manufacturing specialists. Via CONCENTRIC Asia Pacific,
ENVIZAGE is also part of a worldwide knowledge/resourcesharing alliance with high profile engineering technology
providers in India, France and the United States.
“Companies can partner with us from the time they create a raw
concept and by utilising the Autodesk digital prototyping solutions
and our understanding of the global market, along with our physical
prototyping and rapid manufacturing technology, we can help them
get their products to market a lot quicker and more efficiently”, says
Michael Myers, Managing Director of CONCENTRIC Asia Pacific
which is celebrating its 25th year of operation.

Australia’s most unique portfolio of offerings:
3D Modelling

Reverse Engineering

Animation Technology

Subject Matter Experts

Analysis Solutions

Simulation

At-Elbow Support

Systems Integration

Back-up Solutions

Training

Consulting

Virtual Manufacturing

CAD/CAM/CAE

Virtual Analysis

Collaboration

Virtual Reality

Computer Hardware

Visualisation

Contract Engineers

Middleware

Data Exchange

Model Making

Data Management

Network Administration

Design Assistance

NC Programming

Finite Element Analysis

Production Engineering

Human Simulation

Product Support

Implementation

Programming

Knowledge Management

Project Management

Laser Scanning

Rapid Prototyping
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